We consider nondeterministic D-way branching programs computing functions f : D n → {0, 1} in time at most kn. Our function f (Y, x) has n 2 + n variables, the first n 2 of which are arranged in an n × n matrix Y . The variables take their values in the domain D = GF (q) for a prime power q about 2 k , and f (Y, x) = 1 iff the vector x is orthogonal over GF (q) to all rows of Y .
Introduction
We consider functions f : D n → {0, 1}, where D is a finite domain. A standard model to compute such functions f (x 1 , . . . , x n ) is that of deterministic branching programs.
Such a program is a directed acyclic graph with a unique start node. Each non-sink node is labeled by a variable and the edges out of a node correspond to the possible values of the variable. Each sink node is labeled by 0 or 1.
Executing the program on a given input corresponds to following a path from the start node using the values of the input variables to determine the edges to follow. The output of such a computation is the label of the sink node reached. If D = {0, 1}, then the program is called boolean. If we put no further restrictions on the branching programs, then the best remains the lower bound Ω(n 2 / log 2 n)
for nondeterministic boolean branching programs proved by Nechiporuk in [N] . Exponential lower bounds were only proved under additional restrictions on the structure of branching programs; see [R] or the monograph [W] for a comprehensive survey.
In this note we are interested in proving large lower bounds on the size of branching programs when the computation time is bounded by kn for some constant k. More precisely, we say that a program computes a given function f in time T if for every input a ∈ f −1 (1) there is a path from the source to a 1-sink which is consistent with a and along which at most T tests are made.
Important here is that the restriction concerns only consistent paths, that is, paths along which no two tests
case, where we require that along all paths-be they consistent of not-at most kn tests can be made, is easier to deal with and exponential lower bounds are known even for D = {0, 1} and for nondeterministic branching programs [O, BRS, J2] .
The boolean "non-syntactic" case is more difficult. In this case, exponential lower bounds were first proved for deterministic branching programs working in time T ≤ n + o(n/ log n) [SZ,JR] , then for deterministic programs working in time T ≤ n + n for a very small (but constant!) > 0 [BJS, J4] , and finally, for deterministic programs working in time T ≤ kn for any constant k [A2] ; this was extended to randomized branching programs in [BS+] .
The situation with nondeterministic branching programs is much worse. In the boolean case, when D = {0, 1}, no exponential lower bounds are known for programs working in time T > n. The non-boolean case is better understood and exponential lower bounds on programs working in time kn are known. Such lower bounds were proved for explicit
, and for domains of size |D| = 2
2 Ω(k) in [BJS] .
In this note we prove an exponential lower bound for an Note that our function is a "universal function" of linear codes C ⊆ GF (q) n : for every vector x ∈ GF (q) n we have
where M is the parity-check matrix of the code.
Theorem 1. For every k and every prime power q ≥ 2 3k+11 , every nondeterministic branching program comput-
The time restriction in this theorem concerns only the last n variables-the first n 2 variables from Y can be tested an arbitrary number of times.
Like in [BRS] and in subsequent papers, our goal is to show that, if the size of a branching program is small, then it must accept all vectors of a large "rectangle". An m- The density of f :
{0, 1} can be the computed by a nondeterministic branching program of size s working in time kn, then for every m ≤ n/2 k+1 the function accepts all vectors of some m-rectangle
Proof of Lemma 2
For each input a ∈ f −1 (1), fix one accepting computation path comp(a), and split it into r sub-paths p 1 , . . . , p r of length at most = kn/r; the length of a sub-path p i is the number of tests made along it. That is, we have r time segments 1, . . . , r, and in the i-th of them the computation on a follows the sub-path p i . We say that a pair of disjoint subsets of variables X 0 and X 1 is good for a set of vectors B if there is a coloring of time segments 1, . . . , r in red and blue such that, along each computation comp(a) = (p 1 , . . . , p r ) on a vector a ∈ B, the variables from X 0 are tested only in red and those from X 1 only in blue sub-paths.
Say that two inputs

Claim 3 ([BJS]
). Let r ≥ 8k 2 2 k . Then for every vector a ∈ f −1 (1), at least one pair of disjoint m-element subsets of variables with m ≥ n/2 k+1 is good for a.
Proof. For a variable x ∈ X, let d x be the number of sub-paths comp(a) = (p 1 , . . . , p r ) along which this variable is tested. Since the computed function f (X) is a code function, we know that each variable x ∈ X is tested at least once along comp(a). Since the program computes f (X) in time kn, we also know that at most kn tests can be made along the whole computation comp(a). Hence, x∈X d x ≤ kn, implying that average number x∈X d x /n of tests made on a single variable does not exceed k. Finally, we know that each sub-path can make at most = kn/r tests.
Color the sub-paths p 1 , . . . , p r red or blue uniformly and independently. Call a variable x ∈ X is red (resp., blue) if all sub-paths testing this variable are red (resp., blue). This way, each variable is red as well as blue with probability 2 −dx . Hence, we can expect
red variables as well as at least n2 −k blue variables. Using the Chebyshev inequality it is not difficult to show (see Lemma 12 in [BJS] ) that then at least one coloring must produce at least m ≥ (1 − δ)n2 −k red variables and at least so many blue variables, where δ = k 2 1+k /n = k 2 2 1+k /r. Since δ ≤ 1/2 for r ≥ 8k 2 2 k , the claim follows. We can write each vector a ∈ D n as a = (a 0 , w, a 1 ), where a 0 is the projection of a onto X 0 , a 1 is the projection of a onto X 1 , and w is the projection of a onto X \ (X 0 ∪ X 1 ).
Say that two vectors a = (a 0 , w, a 1 ) and b = (b 0 , w , b 1 ) are equivalent if w = w . Since the sets of variables X 0 and X 1 are disjoint, each equivalence class is a rectangle.
Let R ⊆ B be a largest equivalence class lying in B; hence This completes the proof of Claim 4, and thus the proof of Lemma 2.
Proof of Theorem 1
By the Gilbert-Varshamov bound, there are linear codes
i n i is the number of vectors in a Hamming ball of radius d − 1 around a vector a ∈ GF (q) n . Let M be the parity-check matrix of the corresponding code C, and consider the function f :
is a sub-function of f n,q . Hence, if the function f n,q can be computed by a nondeterministic branching program working in time kn, then the size of this program must be at least the size s of a nondeterministic branching program computing f (x) in time kn.
For the rest of the proof we take r = 8k
Since f (x) is a code function, we can apply Lemma 2. Let Even worse, no exponential lower bounds are known for read-once(!) switching networks. Such a network is just a directed acyclic graph whose edges are labeled by variables and their negations (see, e.g., [R] ). A vector a ∈ {0, 1} n is accepted iff it is consistent with all the labels of at least one path from the source to a sink. A network is read-once if, along any such path each variable is tested at most once.
Important here again is that the restriction only concerns paths-along paths, containing a variable and its negation, each variable may appear many times. As noted in [JR] , such networks seem to be the weakest nondeterministic model, for which no nontrivial lower bounds are known.
